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Employing the approximate effective action constructed from the coincidence limit of the
Hadamard-Minakshisundaram-DeWitt (HaMiDeW) coefficient a3, the renormalized stress-energy
tensor of the quantized massive scalar field in the spacetime of a static and electrically charged dila-
tonic black hole is calculated. Special attention is paid to the minimally and conformally coupled
fields propagating in geometries with a = 1, and to the power expansion of the general stress-energy
tensor for small values of charge. A compact expression for the trace of the stress-energy tensor is
presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION
According to our present understanding the physical content of quantum eld theory formulated in a spacetime
describing black hole is contained in the renormalized stress-energy tensor, hT abi, evaluated in a physically motivated
state [1]. And although interesting in its own, the stress-energy tensor plays a crucial role in various applications,
most important of which is the problem of back reaction on the metric. Indeed, treating the stress-energy tensor
as a source term of the semi-classical Einstein elds equations, one may, in principle, investigate the evolution of
the system unless the quantum gravity eects become dominant. Unfortunately, this programme is hard to execute
as the semi-classical eld equations comprise rather complicated set of nonlinear partial dierential equations, and,
moreover, it requires knowledge of functional dependence of hT abi on a wide class of metrics. It is natural therefore
that in order to answer { at least partially { this question, one should refer either to approximations or to numerical
methods.
It seems that for the massive elds in a large mass limit, i.e., when the Compton length, lC , is much smaller than
the characteristic radius of curvature, L, (where the latter means any characteristic length scale of the spacetime),
the approximation based on the asymptotic Schwinger-DeWitt expansion is of the required generality [2{4]. Since the
nonlocal contribution to the eective action could be neglected it is expected that the method yields reasonable results
provided the gravitational eld is weak and its temporal changes remain small. Despite of the above restrictions there
are still a wide class of geometries in which the approximation could be successfully applied.
For a neutral massive scalar eld with an arbitrary curvature coupling satisfying
(
2 − ξR − m2 φ = 0, (1)
where ξ is the coupling constant and m is the mass of the eld, the approximate renormalized eective action,
WR, may be expanded in powers of m−2 [5{7]. The n-th term of the expansion involves coincidence limit of the
‘HaMiDeW’ coecient [an] [8] constructed solely from the curvature tensor its covariant derivatives up to 2n − 2
1
order and contractions [3,9{15]. As the complexity of the ‘HaMiDeW’ coecients rapidly grows with increasing n
their practical use is limited to n = 3, perhaps n = 4. Moreover, it should be emphasised that the Schwinger-DeWitt
expansion is asymptotic and adding more terms does not necessarily improve the approximation. Here we shall conne












Having at one’s disposal the approximation of the renormalized eective action, the stress-energy tensor could be





WR = hT abi. (3)
Since the coecient [a3] is rather complicated so is the stress-energy tensor and the question arose of a practical
applicability of the thus obtained results. Fortunately it could be used in a number of physically interesting and
important cases. The method has been employed by Frolov and Zel’nikov in a series of papers [5{7] devoted to
construction of hT abi of the massive scalar, spinor and vector elds in vacuum type-D spacetimes and generalized
recently to arbitrary geometries in [16,17]. General formulas describing hT abi consist of over 100 local terms.
The eective action technique that we employ in this paper requires the metric of the spacetime to be positively
dened. Hence, to obtain the physical stress-energy tensor one has to analytically continue at the nal stage of
calculations its Euclidean counterpart.
An alternative approach based on the WKB approximation of the solutions to the radial equation and summation of
the mode functions has been developed by Anderson, Hiscock, and Samuel [18], who, among other things, succeeded
in construction of the general form of the stress-energy tensor of the scalar eld in a large mass limit in a static
and spherically-symmetric geometry. Both approaches give, as expected, identical results and the detailed numerical
analyses carried out by this authors show that for mM & 2 (M is the black hole mass) the accuracy of the Schwinger-
DeWitt approximation in the Reissner-Nordstro¨m geometry is quite good (1% or better) [19]. The Schwinger-DeWitt
method has been employed in various contexts in [16{25]. The case of the massive spinor eld is currently actively
investigated [26].
In this article we shall study the stress-energy tensor of the quantized massive scalar eld with an arbitrary
curvature coupling in a background of the charged dilatonic black holes which is the solutions of the coupled system






R− 2 (rφ)2 − e−2aφF 2
i
, (4)
where φ is the massless dilatonic eld, F is the strength of the Maxwell eld (Fab = 2r[aAb]) and a is the coupling
constant. For each value of the parameter a there exists a black hole solution depending on the electric charge and
the mass [29,30]. The choice a = 1 corresponds to low energy limit of the string eective action, a =
p
3 to the
four dimensional eective model reduced from the Kaluza-Klein theory in ve dimensions, and the Einstein-Maxwell
system is obtained with a = 0. Here we ignore the higher curvature contribution to S [27,28], as for example the
Gauss-Bonnet term.
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Various properties of charged dilatonic black holes have been examined in a numerous papers. On the other hand
however, quantum eects in 4D dilatonic black hole are { to the best of my knowledge { practically unexplored. This
does not mean that this group of problems is uninteresting: belonging to the realm of the low-energy approxima-
tion to string theory (a = 1) or the Kaluza-Klein theory (a =
p
3), the dilatonic black holes would interact with
various quantized elds. The main obstacle preventing construction of the renormalized stress-energy tensor is the
computational complexity of the problem.
The evaporation process of the massless scalar eld noninteracting with a dilaton eld has been analysed in [31,32]
whereas the eld fluctuation, hφ2i, of the minimally coupled massless scalar eld in the vicinity of the event horizon
of the dilatonic black hole has been studied by Shiraishi [33]. Specically, it was shown that the emission rate of the
Hawking radiation blows up near the extremality limit for a > 1. On the other hand it is nite for a = 1 and zero for
a < 1. The eld fluctuation diverges for a > 0 for the extremal conguration.
II. THE GEOMETRY
Functionally dierentiating S with respect to the metric tensor, dilaton eld, and Maxwell eld one obtains the
system of equations of motion that could be solved exactly. Static and spherically-symmetric solution has been found
by Gibbons and Maeda [29], and by Garnkle, Horowitz and Strominger [30]:
ds2 = A (r) dt2 +
dr2
A (r)



















The integration constants r+ and r− are related to the mass and charge of the dilatonic black hole according to



















whereas the electric eld is simply F =
Q
r2
dt^dr. Inspection of the line element shows that the event horizon is located
at r+; at r = r− one has a coordinate singularity that could be ignored so long one considers region r  r+ > r−. The
choice a = 0 leads to the Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution. At jQj /M = (1 + a21/2, a case usually addressed to as an
3
extremal black hole, the event horizon and r− coincides and in this limit the surface r = r+ = r− is zero except a = 0.
Although more realistic models require massive φ eld, the dilatonic solutions (5-7) are of principal interest as they
provide useful models for studies of the consequences of modications of the geometries of the classical black holes.
Finally, observe that the Kretschmann scalar K computed at the event horizon near the extremality limit behaves as
K  (r+ − r−)−
4a2
1+a2 . (11)
III. THE RENORMALIZED STRESS-ENERGY TENSOR
A. Approximate eective action
In the framework of the Schwinger-DeWitt approximation the rst order eective action of the massive scalar
eld is constructed from the coincidence limit of the coecient a3 (x, x0) . Inserting [a3] as given in Appendix into
(2), integrating by parts and nally making use of the elementary properties of the Riemann tensor, after necessary































































were η = ξ − 1/6 and αi are equal to the numerical coecients that stand in front of the geometrical terms in the
right hand side of the equation (12).
Dierentiating functionally W (1)ren with respect to a metric tensor one obtains rather complicated expression which














= T (0)ab + ηT (1)ab + η2T (2)ab + η3T (3)ab, (13)
where each ~T (i)ab is constructed solely from the curvature tensor, its covariant derivatives and contractions. Because
of the complexity of the resulting stress-energy tensor it will be not presented here and for its full form as well as the
technical details the reader is referred to [16,17]. The result may be easily extended to elds of other spins as the
appropriate tensors dier by numerical coecients αi only.
The coincidence limit of a4 (x, x0) is also known: it has been calculated by Avramidi [12{14] and by Amsterdamski,
Berkin and O’Connor [15]. In principle, the above procedure could be extended to include m−4 terms and the general




Unfortunately, since the eective action constructed from [a4] is extremely complicated, so is its functional derivative
and the practical use of the thus obtained result may be a real challenge. However, [a4] still could be employed in the
analyses of the eld fluctuation.
In order to simplify our discussion let us dene q = jQj /M , x = r/M and x = r/M . The Schwinger-DeWitt
technique may be used when the characteristic radius of curvature in much greater than the Compton length. Simple
4
considerations indicate that for r  r+ it could be used for arbitrary value of a. Assuming that L is related to the
Kretschmann scalar as
RabcdR
abcd  L−4 (14)





1+a2  m2, (15)








. It is evident that for a > 0 the Schwinger-DeWitt approximation is inapplicable
for r+ close to r−. For the extremal Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole this condition becomes M2m2  2
p
2.










and for given q it depends on the dilatonic coupling. Inspection of (16a) shows that
TH < (8piM)−1 (a < 1) ,
TH = (8piM)
−1 (a = 1) ,
TH > (8piM)
−1 (a > 1) .
The temperature of the extremal conguration is zero for a < 1, takes the same value as for a Schwarzschild black
hole for a = 1, and diverges for a > 0. Moreover, it is easily seen that the condition TH  m is violated for a > 1
near the extremality limit.
B. General case
Solving the system (8) and (9) one easily obtains
x+ = 1 +
p








1− (1− a2) q2

. (18)
Before proceeding further let us observe that R = 0 for a = 0, and, consequently, δW(1)/δgab and δW(3)/δgab is zero.
The stress-energy tensor has therefore a simple form
hT baia=0 = T (0)ba + ηT (1)ba . (19)
On the other hand, the curvature scalar vanishes at the event horizon for any a and is O (q4 for small q elsewhere.
Moreover, since ∂rR is the only nonzero component of raR one concludes that T (3)ba (r+) = 0 and is negligible in the
closest vicinity of r+. It is because the only nonvanishing in this limit term is proportional to
5
raRrbR− (rR)2 δba. (20)









. On the other hand, the contribution of the last two terms in the right hand side of equation (13) could be
made arbitrarily large by a suitable choice of the curvature coupling. It should be noted however that such values of
η are clearly unphysical and should be rejected.
Restricting to the exterior region and calculating components of the Riemann tensor, its contractions and covariant
derivatives to the required order, after some algebra one arrives at the rather complicated result, that for obvious
reasons will not be presented here. However it could be schematically written in surprisingly simple form
hT bai =
p


















and daijkb for given a and η are numerical coecients. Some extra work shows that the tensor (21) is covariantly
conserved and is regular for regular geometries. Moreover, the dierence hT tt i − hT rr i factors
hT tt i − hT rr i =
p








f (x) , (23)
where the regular function f  (x+ − x−)2 as x− ! x+ and consequently within the domain of applicability of the
Schwinger-DeWitt approximation the stress-energy tensor is regular in a freely falling frame.
It could be demonstrated by that the trace of the stress-energy tensor of the massive scalar eld has a simple form












This equation together with
rbT ba = 0 (25)
may serve as an independent check of the calculations. For conformally coupled elds the trace is proportional to
the coincidence limit of [a3]. We remark here that for conformally invariant massless scalar eld the anomalous trace
is proportional to [a2]; it should be noted however, that (24) has been calculated for hT bai given by (13) whereas the
trace of the conformally invariant massless elds is a general property of the regularized stress-energy tensor.
Since the practical use of the general result is severely limited, it is instructive to analyse the stress-energy tensor
in some specic cases. In the latter we shall conne our analysis to 0  a  p3 with the special emphasis put on the
case a = 1. However, before proceeding to examination of some concrete choices of a let us analyse hT bai for small q.
C. Arbitrary a, q  1
Assuming q  1, expanding hT bai into a power series, and nally collecting the terms with the like powers of q one
has
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6t(3)ba + ...), (26)
where hT bb ia=0 is evaluated for a = 0 and coincides with the expression describing the stress-energy tensor in the
geometry of the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole [18,16]. The explicit expressions for the coecients t(i)ba as well as the
components of hT bb ia=0 are listed in the appendix. A closer examination shows that for q . 0.7 the expansion (26)
reproduces the general result satisfactorily, and, moreover, for q . 1/3 the results weakly depend on the coupling a.
From (26) it is evident that for a = 0 and q = 0 the stress-energy tensor reduces to the expression derived by Frolov
and Zel’nikov in the geometry of the Schwarzschild black hole [5,34].
D. Dilatonic black hole a = 1
In this subsection we shall construct and investigate the stress-energy tensor of the massive scalar eld resulting
from (21) for the particular combinations of couplings. Consider a = 1. Since the second factor in A (r) vanishes, we
expect considerable simplications as the event horizon is now located at 2M whereas the ‘inner’ one at q2M . Indeed,








with 0  i  6 and 0  j  7, where bbija are numerical coecients. From (23) it could be shown that for any η the
dierence hT tt i − hT rr i factorizes as
hT tt i − hT rr i =
1− y
y9 (q2 − 2y)6 f (y) , (28)
where, for 0  q < p2 the function f (y) is regular at the event horizon. Equation (27) could be contrasted to the








where 0  i  3, 0  j  4, and cbija are another set of numerical coecients.
To perform quantitative analysis however, we have to refer to exact formulas. For η = 0 it suces to compute only
T
(0)b
a as the others terms do not contribute to the nal result. After some algebra one has


















































































































































































































































In fact it suces to know only one component of the stress-energy tensor, say hT θθ i, as the remaining ones could be
easily obtained solving equations (24) and (25) and putting the integration constant to zero.
Despite its similarity with the Schwarzschild line element, the nonextremal a = 1 dilatonic black holes have much
in common with the Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution. We shall, therefore, address the question of how the dierences
between the geometry of the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole on the one hand and the dilatonic black hole on the other
are reflected in the overall behaviour of our approximate stress-energy tensors. First, from (30-32) it could be easily
inferred that hT bai evaluated for the extremal conguration is divergent as y ! 1. Indeed, for q =
p
2 the components
of the stress-energy tensor behave as (y − 1)−3 . This is in a sharp contrast with the Reissner-Nordstro¨m case, in












diag [1, 1,−1,−1] (33)
as y ! 1. It should be noted however, that, except a = 0, the region in the vicinity of the degenerate horizon of the
extremal geometry is beyond the applicability of the Schwinger-DeWitt approximation. On the other hand, however,
one expects that in the opposite limit, i.e. for q  1, the appropriate components of the stress-energy tensor are
almost indistinguishable.
To analyse hT bai for intermediate values of q let us refer to the numerical calculations. The plots of the time radial
and angular components of the stress-energy tensor of the quantized massive scalar eld as a function of the rescaled
radial coordinate for ve exemplar values of q = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.65 and 0.85 are displayed in gures 1{3. Inspection of
the gures and comparison with the analogous results obtained for the Reissner-Nordstro¨m geometry indicates that
even for the intermediate values of q there are still qualitative similarities. Indeed, the time and angular components
attain (positive) maximum at the event horizon, decrease with r and approach (negative) minimum. The magnitude
of the maximum and the modulus of the minimum increase with increasing q, and, consequently, so does the slope of
the curves.
Before proceeding to physically interesting and important case η = −1/6, it is useful to study a role played by each
T
(i)b
a separately. First, it could be easily shown that T
(3)b
a is negligible with respect to other terms, and, therefore,
8
it does not contribute to the nal result for reasonable values of the curvature coupling. The run of the resulting
stress-energy tensor depends on a competition between remaining components. Indeed, inspection of gure 4 in which
we exhibited T (i)tt as a function of the rescaled radial coordinate for four exemplar values of q indicates that the term
−T (1)ba produces the most prominent maximum at the event horizon for q . 0.9 whereas for greater values of q this




θ are essentially the same.
















FIG. 1. This graph shows the radial dependence of the rescaled component λ〈T tt 〉, (λ = 103/p) of the stress-energy tensor of
the massive conformally coupled scalar field in the geometry of the dilatonic black hole with a = 1. From top to bottom at the
event horizon the curves are for |Q|/M = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.65 and 0.85. In each case 〈T tt 〉 has its positive maximum at r+ and
attains negative minimum (right panel) away from the event horizon.






FIG. 2. This graph shows the radial dependence of the rescaled component λ〈T rr 〉, (λ = 103/p)of the stress-energy tensor of
the massive conformally coupled scalar field in the geometry of the dilatonic black hole with a = 1. From top to bottom at the
event horizon the curves are for |Q|/M = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.65 and 0.85. In each case 〈T rtr〉 has its positive maximum at r+ and
monotonically decreases with r.
9
Now the run of the stress-energy tensor as a function of q could be easily anticipated. The general structure remains,
of course, of the form (27), but now the dominant contribution to the result is provided initially by the term ηT (1)ba
and subsequently with increasing q by the sum −1/6 T (1)ba + 1/36 T (2)ba . Moreover, since oscillatory-like behavior of
T
(3)b
a does not play a signicant role we have also qualitative similarities with the tensor evaluated for the conformal
coupling.















FIG. 3. This graph shows the radial dependence of the rescaled component λ〈T θθ 〉, (λ = 103/p) of the stress-energy tensor
of the massive conformally coupled scalar field in the geometry of the dilatonic black hole with a = 1. From top to bottom at
the event horizon the curves are for |Q|/M = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.65 and 0.85. In each case 〈T tt 〉 has its positive maximum at + and
and attains negative minimum (right panel) away from the event horizon.
Having computed ~T (i)ba and combining them with appropriate values of the coecients αi for i = 1..10, after
simplications and rearrangement one has














































































































































































































































The qualitative behaviour of the stress-energy tensor of the minimally coupled scalar eld is similar to the con-
formally coupled case, and, once again, for the intermediate values of q one has quantitative similarities with the
Reissner-Nordstro¨m case. Moreover, from gure 4 one can easily deduce the general behaviour of the stress-energy
tensor for arbitrary coupling for q < 0.9.





























FIG. 4. This graph shows radial dependence of the rescaled T
(0)t
t (panel A), T
(1)t
t (panel B), T
(2)t
t (panel C) and T
(3)t
t (panel
D) for q = 0.1, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. The scaling factor is 960pi2m2M6. The magnitude of T
(i)t
t grows with increasing q for i = 0, 2,
and 3.
Finally we remark, that the dilatonic black holes with a = 1 or a = 0 do not exhaust physically important
solutions. For example for a =
p
3 one has a four dimensional eective model reduced from the Kaluza-Klein theory












where 0  i  7, 0  j  3 and 0  k  6 subjected to the condition i + j + k = 9. The qualitative behaviour of the
stress-energy tensor for both η = 0 and η = −1/6 is similar to hT bai constructed in the geometry of a dilatonic black
hole with a = 1 and its run for small q could be easily inferred form (26).
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have constructed and examined the approximate renormalized stress-energy tensor of the massive
scalar eld in the spacetime of the static electrically charged dilatonic black hole with the special emphasis put
on the string inspired case a = 1. The method employed here is based on the observation that the lowest order
of the expansion of the eective action in m−2 could be expressed in terms of the integrated coincidence limit of
coecient a3 (x, x0) . Although the line element of the dilatonic black hole has a simple form, the analytical formulas
describing the stress-energy tensor for a general a constructed within the Schwinger-DeWitt framework are extremely
complicated and hence hard to utilize. Fortunately, for a concrete choice of a there are considerable simplication.
Expanding for q  1 the stress-energy tensor into a power series it is possible to analyse the influence of a on hT bai.
For q = 0 it reduces to the result derived by Frolov and Zel’nikov whereas for small values of ~q the stress-energy tensor
resembles that evaluated in the Reissner-Nordstro¨m geometry. The discrepancies between the tensors grow with ~q. It
should be stressed however that in the opposite limit the Schwinger-DeWitt technique is inapplicable.
The problem of the massless elds certainly deserves separate treatment, this however would require extensive
numerical calculations as even for simplest case of the Schwarzschild geometry existing analytical approximations
give, at best, only qualitative agreement with the exact results. At the moment we only know that the horizon value











which is divergent in the extremality limit for a > 0. This suggests that the stress-energy tensor is also divergent at
r+ of the extremal case. On the other hand, a rst nonvanishing term of the approximation to the eld fluctuation








and it could be easily shown that








+O (m−4 , (40)
where
f (a, r+, r−) =

4 + 3a2 (1− 5ξ)x2− − 6 (1 + a2 x+x− + 3 (1 + a22 x2+. (41)
Finally, we make some comments regarding applications and generalizations of the results presented in this paper.
The question of the massless eld has been addressed above. A careful analysis carried out for a = 0 in ref. [36]
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shows that at least up to O (m−4 the adapted method approximates well the eld fluctuation of the massive eld
in the thermal state of temperature TH . It would be interesting to extend this analysis for any value of a. We also
remark that the derived stress-energy tensors may be employed as a source term of the semiclassical Einstein eld
equations. Indeed, preliminary calculations indicate that it is possible to construct the solution to the linearized
semiclassical Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton equations. We hope that because of their simplicity presented results will be
of use in subsequent applications. We intend to return to this group of problems elsewhere.
APPENDIX
A. Coincidence limits of the coecients a2 (x, x
′) and a3 (x, x′)
In this appendix we list coincidence limits of the coecients a2 (x, x0) and a3 (x, x0) for the scalar eld equation (1).

































R3 + 17R;pR;p − Rqa;pRqa;q − 4Rqa;pRpa;q































c3 = −(5ξ − 30ξ2 + 60ξ3)R3 − (12ξ − 30ξ2)R;pR;p − (22ξ − 60ξ2)R2R
− 6ξ22R − 4ξRpqRpq + 2ξRRpqRpq − 2ξRRpqabRpqab. (45)
B. 〈T ba〉 of the massive scalar elds in the spacetime of the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole
Inserting curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives into the general formulas obtained form functional dieren-
tiation of the eective action (12) with respect to the metric tensor one obtains the approximate stress-energy tensor
of massive elds. Since the curvature scalar of the Reissner-Nordstro¨m geometry is zero, one expects considerable
simplications. Indeed, it could be easily shown that the tensors ~T (1)ba and ~T
(3)b
a do not contribute to the nal result.
The stress-energy tensor of the massive scalar eld with arbitrary coupling with curvature in the Reissner-Nordstro¨m


















































































− 73 q6, (48)
T
(1)t
t = −792 x3 + 360 x4 + q2
(
2604 x2 − 1008 x3 + q4 (−2712 x + 728 x2 + 819 q6, (49)
T (1)rr = 216 x




θ = −1008 x3 + 432 x4 + q2
(
3276 x2 − 1176 x3 + q4 (−3408 x + 832 x2 + 1053 q6. (51)
C. Power expansion of the stress-energy tensor for q  1
Repeating the calculations for the line element (5-6) one obtains components of the stress-energy tensor in the
geometry of a general dilatonic black hole. Assuming q  1 and expanding the result into a power series, after the


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































+ 644 x− 1508 a2 x− 108 x2 + 108 a2 x2

(60)
The terms containing η3 appear starting form q8
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